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KM International Awarded MiDeal Purchasing Contract
KM International is pleased to announce that it has been awarded a 2-year contract to provide asphalt patching
equipment to state agencies and local municipalities through the Michigan Department of Technology, Management, and
Budget’s MiDeal program.
MiDeal is an extended purchasing program that allows Michigan municipalities and state level agencies to use state
contracts to buy goods and services. Now that KM International has been awarded this competitively bid contract,
Michigan agencies and MiDeal members can rent or purchase any item found in KM International’s asphalt maintenance
equipment catalog without going through the bidding process.
“Being a Michigan-based manufacturer, this contract is something we are extremely pleased to have been awarded,”
said Michael Blake, director of marketing at KM International.
“It will allow local and state level agencies to get quality equipment in their hands and further their efforts to fight
infrastructure concerns, mainly potholes, for years to come. The awarding of this contract is a great opportunity to further
our relationship with MDOT and other municipal entities throughout the state.”
This past winter, Michigan faced one of the worst pothole seasons in years, and the state continues to struggle to
meet the demands for infrastructure repair and maintenance. This contract makes it easy for agencies to get the
equipment they desperately need quickly and efficiently without the normal headaches of the procurement process.
For more information, visit the DTMB’s MiDeal page or contact KM International directly at 800-492-1757 or
sales@kminternational.com.

ABOUT KM INTERNATIONAL
KM International has been manufacturing the highest quality asphalt maintenance equipment for more than 30 years. KM
International operates out of a state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in North Branch, Michigan, and offers more than 40 different
products to fit the needs and budget of any contractor or municipality, including its infrared asphalt recyclers and propane fired skidmounted hotbox. KM International’s equipment is used in every U.S. state as well as 44 countries around the world.
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